A guide to uncertainty quantification and sensitivity analysis for cardiovascular applications.
As we shift from population-based medicine towards a more precise patient-specific regime guided by predictions of verified and well-established cardiovascular models, an urgent question arises: how sensitive are the model predictions to errors and uncertainties in the model inputs? To make our models suitable for clinical decision-making, precise knowledge of prediction reliability is of paramount importance. Efficient and practical methods for uncertainty quantification (UQ) and sensitivity analysis (SA) are therefore essential. In this work, we explain the concepts of global UQ and global, variance-based SA along with two often-used methods that are applicable to any model without requiring model implementation changes: Monte Carlo (MC) and polynomial chaos (PC). Furthermore, we propose a guide for UQ and SA according to a six-step procedure and demonstrate it for two clinically relevant cardiovascular models: model-based estimation of the fractional flow reserve (FFR) and model-based estimation of the total arterial compliance (CT ). Both MC and PC produce identical results and may be used interchangeably to identify most significant model inputs with respect to uncertainty in model predictions of FFR and CT . However, PC is more cost-efficient as it requires an order of magnitude fewer model evaluations than MC. Additionally, we demonstrate that targeted reduction of uncertainty in the most significant model inputs reduces the uncertainty in the model predictions efficiently. In conclusion, this article offers a practical guide to UQ and SA to help move the clinical application of mathematical models forward. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.